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Abstract. Similar measures play an important role in information pro-
cessing and have been widely investigated in computer science. With
the exploration of social media such as Youtube, Wikipedia, Facebook
etc., a huge number of entries have been posted on these portals. They
are often described by means of short text or sets of words. Discover-
ing similar entries based on such texts has become challenges in con-
structing information searching or filtering engines and attracted several
research interests. In this paper, we firstly introduce a model of entries
posted on media or entertainment portals, which is based on their fea-
tures composed of title, category, tags, and content. Then, we present a
novel similar measure among entries that incorporates their features. The
experimental results show the superiority of our incorporation similarity
measure compared with the other ones.

Keywords: Similar measure · Social network · Text · Entry
Social media

1 Introduction

Recently, the exploration of social networks attracts not only the user to partici-
ple, but also many of researchers to mining and benefit the huge amount of data
posted in these social networks. The entries posted are often included short text
or sets of words to describe viewpoints, comments and so on. Discovering similar
entries based on such texts has become challenges in constructing information
searching or filtering engines and attracted several research interests.

The problem of how to detect the similarity between two objects, in general,
has been investigated for decades (Lin [1], Sayal and Kumar [2], Reddy and
Krishnaiah [3], Nguyen and Nguyen [4]). However, these models are too gen-
eral to be applied into estimating the similarity among entries posted in social
networks.
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A closer approach to the problem is to use models to detect the similarity
among texts, including the models based on semantic such as Buscaldi et al. [5],
or Han et al. [6], Lee et al. [7], Marsi et al. [8], Oliva et al. [9], Agirre et al. [10],
Nguyen and Tran [11,12], Novelli and Oliveira [13]; or based on statistic method
such as Bollegala et al. [14], Buscaldi et al. [15], Croce et al. [16], Finkel et al.
[17], Lintean and Rus [18], Proisl et al. [19], Saric et al. [20], Severyn et al. [21],
Sultan et al. [22], Xu and Lu [23]. However, most of these models consider only
the text body to estimate their similarity. They lack of investigating additional
information such as the tags, category, title, keywords, sentiment, and emotion
which may contribute greatly to estimate the similarity of entities.

On the line with our previous work (Nguyen et al. [24]) which considered
three features of entries (content, category, tags), this paper integrates two more
features to distinguish entries: sentiment and emotion implicitly presented in the
entries. Experiments will be performed to validate and evaluate the performance
of our model compared with other ones.

In order to see the role of sentiment and emotion in distinguishing entries,
let’s consider three following entries (which are extracted from Twitter - www.
twitter.com):

– A: Gone for a run beautiful morning man do I love iOS 5 @apple #iPhone
– B: I hate my apple computer. Thats 3500 dollars down the drain.
– C: Thank you @apple for Find My Mac - just located and wiped my stolen
Air.

If there ware only three features of content, category, and tags considered,
it could be difficult to conclude whether the entry B or the entry C is more
similar to the entry A than the other because all three entries say about the
same category (technology), the same tags (apple, iPhone, Mac, iOS ). However,
if we take into account the features of sentiment and emotion, it is more easily
than before to conclude that the entry C is more similar to the entry A than the
entry B is: the entry A and C have the same sentiment (positive), meanwhile
the entry B has a negative value of sentiment. And, at the level of emotion, the
entry A may have love, joy, that more or less close to the gratitude emotion from
the entry C, and that is contrary the disgust emotion from the entry B.

Someone could argues why do we need to consider both sentiment and emo-
tion of entries while the sentiment could be inferred from emotion such as: pos-
itive emotion brings positive sentiment, and vice versa. However, in reality, the
answer is yes, we do. The sentiment is the opinion of the user about the topic
in the entry. Meanwhile the emotion is the emotional status of the user in the
entry. Consequently, in many cases, sentiment is independent from the emotion
in an entry. Let’s consider these following entries (which are also extracted from
Twitter):

– D: @Mayati I think @Apple did not do such a thorough job with the step x
steps for upgrade and move to iCloud.

– E: just like a coin has 2 sides, everyone has 2 faces...?

www.twitter.com
www.twitter.com
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– F: @azee1v1 @apple @umber AppStore is well done so is iTunes on the mobile
devices. I was talking about desktop app.

It is easy to see that the entry D has negative sentiment, but no emotion. The
entry E has neutral value of sentiment, but has confused in emotion. The entry
F has positive sentiment but has no emotion. These examples indicate that the
sentiment and emotion of an entry sometimes could be independent from each
other. That’s why we need to consider both these features in distinguishing the
entries. The empirical results in our experiment also indicate the importance of
both these two features.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the model of entries
and their similarity measure based on similarities of features. Section 3 describes
experiments to evaluate the proposed model. Section 4 is the conclusion and
perspectives.

2 A Similarity Measure Model for Social Network Entries

The general model takes the two entries as input data and the output is the
estimated similarity between the two entered entries. Inside the model, there are
four main steps:

– Step 1: Modeling entries.
– Step 2: Extracting the value for implicit attribute of entries.
– Step 3: Estimating the similarity on each entry attribute.
– Step 4: Aggregating the similarity between entries from their similarities on

attributes.

These steps will be described in detail in the next sections.

2.1 Modeling Entries

Without loss of generality, we assume that:

– An entry on a social network could be: a text, an image, an audio stream, a
video stream, or a combination of these medias. In this model, we consider
only the textual part in an entry. Therefore, an entry could be considered as
a text.

– An entry could be originally posted by an user, or shared (referred) from
another user or another online source. This model consider an entry is the
whole text, including the directly posted text, and the text referred from
other source.

– An entry could have several attributes, including explicit attributes such as
the content, and the implicit attributes such as: category, sentiment, emotion.
As the implicit attributes could not directly extracted from an entry, the
model needs a step to extract these attributes before estimating the similarity
on them. This model consider five attributes of an entry:
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– Content of entry i, noted as f i
con: is the whole text part in the entry itself.

This is an explicit attribute.
– Tags of entry i, noted as f i

tag: An entry could be tagged to a set of tags.
Each tag is an independent word or expression. In some case, tags could
be directly tagged by the user (explicit). In some other case, it is not
explicitly tagged by the user (implicit).

– Category of entry i, noted as f i
cat: An entry could be assigned to a cate-

gory. Each category is represented by an independent word or expression.
– Sentiment of entry i, noted as f i

sen: An entry could have a sentiment
of the user. A sentiment be in agree (positive), disagree (negative), or
neutral opinion.

– Emotion of entry i, noted as f i
emo: An entry could also have some emo-

tion of the user. Each emotion is represented by an independent word or
expression.

As an entry is considered as a set of attributes and only their textual val-
ues are considered. And then the problem of estimating the similarity among
entries becomes the computation of the similarity among texts or among sets of
expressions.

2.2 Auto Extract Value for Implicit Attribute of Entry

Let’s consider an example of a status on Twitter: “Thank you @apple for Find
My Mac - just located and wiped my stolen Air”. When we see this status, only
the content is explicitly presented, that is the whole text of the status. However,
we could quickly identify some other attributes of this status, such as category
could be (technology), tags could be (apple, Mac), sentiment could be (neutral -
neither agree nor disagree), and emotion could be (gratitude, joy). The attributes
whose value is not explicitly presented in the entry but it could be extracted from
the inside of the entry are called implicit attributes. Our objective in this step is
to extract the value of implicit attributes of an entry.

In order to do this, we could apply any existed supervised machine learning
method. In this model, we apply a method to extract value of each of four implicit
attributes as follow:

– Step 1: Construct a set of labeled samples (texts), called training set. In
which, each text is assigned to a set of labels. The union of all labels of all
texts called the set of labels L.

– Step 2: For each label li ∈ L, create two sets of text sample:
– Tli is the set of all texts which are labeled with the label li.
– T¬li is the set of all texts which are not labeled with the label li.

– Step 3: For each text tk ∈ Tli (T¬li), calculate the label oriented features as
follow:

– Split ti into a set of n-gram or term (stop words could be removed).
– Take the union of all terms in all texts in the set Tli and T¬li
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– Calculate the label oriented term score of each term in the corresponding
set for each label li:

sLOT (x, li) =
Nx

li

Nli

∗ log

(
N¬li

Nx
¬li

)
− Nx

¬li

N¬li

∗ log

(
Nli

Nx
li

)
(1)

where, Nl, N¬l are the number of text in the set Tl, T¬l, respectively.
Nx

l , N
x
¬l are the number of text in the set Tl, T¬l, respectively, which

contains the term x.
– Step 4: For a new text t, the choice of label to assign to the text is follow:

– Split t into a set of n-grams or terms X = (x1, x2, ...xn).
– Calculate the term frequency for each term xi in the text t: tf(xi, t).
– For each label li ∈ L, calculate the label oriented document score:

sLOD(t, li) =
1
nt

∗
∑
x∈t

sLOT (x, li) ∗ tf(x, t) (2)

– If sLOD(t, li) > 0:
• In the multi-label problem where a text could be assigned to several

labels, the text t will be labeled with the label li.
• In the single label problem where a text could be assigned to only one

label, it is needed to calculate all the final label oriented (disoriented)
scores of the text t for the all labels li ∈ L. And the label whose label
oriented document score is the highest score will be assigned to the
text t.

2.3 Similarity on Each Attribute

As only textual value of feature is considered, we distinguish two kinds of textual
value of feature:

– First, the feature value is already in form of a set of expressions, such as
the value of feature tag, category, sentiment, and emotion. Their similarity is
resulted to considered among sets of expressions.

– Second, the feature value is in form of a general text, such as the value of
feature content. Their similarity is considered among texts.

Attribute Whose Value is a Set of Expressions. Since the attribute value
is in the form of a set of textual expressions, their similarity is defined as follows:

Suppose that A1 = (a11, a
2
1, ...a

m
1 ), A2 = (a12, a

2
2, ...a

n
2 ) are two sets of expres-

sions or strings, where m, n are the sizes of the set A1 and A2, respectively. Let
v be the size of the intersection of A1 and A2. The similarity between A1 and
A2 is defined by the formula:

sexp(A1, A2) =
2∗ | A1 ∩ A2 |
| A1 | + | A2 | =

2 ∗ v

m + n
(3)
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It is clear that all possible values of sexp(A1, A2) are lied in the interval
[0, 1]. This formula could be applied to the attributes whose value is a set of
expressions.

Suppose that i = (f i
1, f

i
2, ..f

i
n), j = (f j

1 , f
j
2 , ..f

j
n) are two entries represented by

their attributes. Let consider the attribute k whose value is a set of expressions.
The similarity between entries i and j on the attribute k is defined by the
formula:

sk(i, j) = sexp(f i
k, f

j
k) (4)

where f i
k, f

j
k are the expression values of the attribute k of the two entries i

and j. For examples, the similarity on attribute category, tags, sentiment, and
emotion of two entries are given as follows:

scat(i, j) = sexp(f i
cat, f

j
cat) (5)

stag(i, j) = sexp(f i
tag, f

j
tag) (6)

ssen(i, j) = sexp(f i
sen, f

j
sen) (7)

semo(i, j) = sexp(f i
emo, f

j
emo) (8)

Attribute Whose Value is a Text. In this case, the problem becomes the
estimation the similarity between two texts. We could apply the technique TF-
IDF (Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency) [25] to characterize the
texts, which are used in many statistic-based models such as Buscaldi et al. [15],
Finkel et al. [17]. In our work, TF-IDF is also used to estimate the similarity
between two features of text value as follows:

– Extract the attribute value (a text) into a set of n-gram t1 = (g11 , g
1
2 , ...g

1
n)

and t2 = (g21 , g
2
2 , ...g

2
m)

– Calculate the TF-IDF of each n-gram in the text. Then represent the attribute
value by a vector whose each element is a pair < n-gram, td-idf >: v1 = (<
g11 , v

1
1 >,< g12 , v

1
2 >, ... < g1n, v

1
n >) and v2 = (< g21 , v

2
1 >,< g22 , v

2
1 >, ... <

g2m, v2m >)
– Calculate the distance between the two vectors:

D(v1, v2) =
1
N

N∑
1

dk (9)

where N is the number of different n-grams considered in both t1 ∪ t2, dk is
the distance on each element < g1i , v

1
i > of v1 (or element < g2j , v

2
j > of v2,

respectively):
– If there is an element < g2l , v

2
l > of v2 (or element < g1l , v

1
l > of vl,

respectively) such that g2l = g1i , then:

dk =
| v1i − v2l |
max(v1i , v

2
l )

(10)

– Otherwise, dk = 1.
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– It is clear that the value of D(v1, v2) is in the interval [0, 1]. Similarity between
the two features is then:

stxt(t1, t2) = 1 − D(v1, v2) (11)

For example, similarity between the attribute content of two entries i and j
is as follows:

scon(i, j) = stxt(f i
con, f

j
con) (12)

2.4 Similarity Between Two Entries

Once the similarities between two entries on each attribute are estimated, the
similarity between two entries is then computed by a weighted average aggrega-
tion of the similarity on all considered attributes as follows.

Suppose that i = (f i
1, f

i
2, ..f

i
n), j = (f j

1 , f
j
2 , ..f

j
n) are two entries represented

by their attributes. The similarity between entries i and j on all considered
attributes is defined by the formula:

sentry(i, j) =
n∑

k=1

wk ∗ sk(i, j) (13)

where sk(i, j) is the similarity on attribute k of entries i and j; wk is the weight
of the feature k such that:

n∑
k=1

wk = 1 (14)

The more this similarity is closed to 1, the more the two entries are similar.
And vice versa, the more this similarity is closed to 0, the less the two entries
are similar.

3 Experimental Evaluation

This section first describes the construction of sample set and then presents the
experiments and evaluation results.

3.1 Construction of Sample Set

In order to have entries which have sentiment and emotions, we collected more
than 1000 statuses posted on Twitter (twitter.com). Samples are then con-
structed from these Twitter statuses. Each sample contains:

– The id of the sample.
– The value of the sample. It could be 1 or 2.

http://www.twitter.com
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– Each sample contains three entries collected from Twitter. These entries are
called as entry A, B, and C. And the value of the sample is determined as
follow:

– If the entry A is more similar to the entry B than C, then the value of
this sample is 1.

– In the contrary, if the entry A is more similar to the entry C than B, then
the value of this sample is 2.

In this experiment, we constructed and use 500 samples. For instance, a
sample is presented in Table 1. In this sample, the entry A is similar to the entry
C than the entry B, so the value of the sample is 2.

Table 1. An example of a sample constructed from Twitter entries

ID 354

Value 2

A Gone for a run beautiful morning man do I
love iOS 5 @apple #iPhone

B @AsimRang @apple @umber the desktop
app is wack though

C Thank you @apple for Find My Mac - just
located and wiped my stolen Air

3.2 Method of Experiment and Evaluation

In order to compare the results of our model to other related works, we choose
and implement these following models:

– Model 1 : It is the model of Buscaldi et al. [15] which takes into account only
the content attribute of entries.

– Model 2 : It is the model of Nguyen et al. [24] which takes into account three
attributes of entries: content, category, and tags.

– Model 3 : It is our model which takes into account five attributes of entries:
content, category, tags, sentiment, and emotion. In this model, we use 3 values
of sentiment, and 16 values of emotion as indicated in Table 2. These emotions
are detected based on the cognitive definition of emotion proposed by Ortony
et al. [26], Frijda [27], and Reisenzei [28].

The experiment is performed as follows on each model:

– For each sample, we use model proposed in this paper to estimate the simi-
larity between the entry B and A, and that between entry C and A.

– If A is more similar to B than C is, then the result of this sample is 1. In the
contrary, If A is more similar to C than B is, then the result of this sample
is 2.
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Table 2. Values of sentiment and emotion used in the Model 3

Attribute Values

Sentiment Positive

Negative

Neutral

Emotion Joy

Sad

Happyfor

Sorry

Hope

Fear

Regret

Disappointed

Love

Disgust

Confused

Pride

Anger

Gratitude

Admiration

No emotion

– We then compare the result and the value of each sample. If they are identical,
we increase the variable number of correct sample by 1.

In order to evaluate the results, we make use of the correct ratio (CR) of the
model over the given sample set which is calculated as follows:

CR =
number of correct sample

total of sample
∗ 100% (15)

The more the CR value is closed to 100%, the more the model is correct. We
expect that the obtained value of CR is high as much as possible.

3.3 Results

The results are presented in the Table 3. They indicate that our model, which
reaches the correct ratio of 86.20%, is significantly better than the model of
Buscaldi et al. [15] (with CR = 69.00%) and Nguyen et al. [24] (with CR =
79.40%), regarding the given sample set.

The results also determined the best combination of attribute weights for
each model. Meanwhile the model of Buscaldi et al. [15] concentrate 100% on
the content so there is no option to choose the best. The model of Nguyen et al.
[24] considered only three attributes content, category, and tag, so the best com-
bination of weights is 0.65 : 0.20 : 0.15, respectively. The best combination of
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Table 3. Results of considered models

Model CR (%) Best weight combination

w1 w2 w3 w4 w5

Buscaldi et al. [15] 69.00 1

Nguyen et al. [24] 79.40 0.65 0.20 0.15

Our model 86.20 0.30 0.30 0.05 0.05 0.30

five weights corresponding five attributes content, category, tag, sentiment, and
emotion in our model is 0.30 : 0.30 : 0.05 : 0.05 : 0.30, respectively. This results
also indicate the role of sentiment and emotion in differentiating the entries in
Twitter.

4 Conclusions

This paper presented the integration of two new attributes, sentiment and emo-
tion, into the considered attribute set to estimate the similarity among entries in
social networks. The model is then validated with empirical data collected from
Twitter. The experimental results indicate that the proposed model could reach
a higher value in accuracy than some recent related models.

Currently, we are considering how to take the semantic of text into account
to compare expressions. These research results will be presented in our future
work.
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